Acquiring US Companies: As Israeli
businesses turn from hunted to hunter
James Raanan, Managing Partner at Parnes Raanan & Co.

James Raanan - who am I?
Born and educated in
the UK – including law
school

Moved to US, qualified as a US (NY)
attorney and served as General
Counsel of IDT (US public company
in telecoms and fintech space)

Made aliya, qualified in
Israel and worked in
international corporate
department of Yigal
Arnon & Co. during hitech boom

Set up boutique practice 3 years
ago with long term law school
friend, specializing in cross border
M&A and investments:
• Specialize in handling small-mid
cap deals ($2m-$25m)
• Strategic M&A advisor on larger
deals often managing megadeals on behalf of client.
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Business brokers tend to focus on
smaller, more traditionally
modelled businesses that operate
out of brick-and-mortar
establishments.
Business brokers are more suited to
individual buyers as opposed to
institutional or corporate buyers.

*Note: under the securities
laws of the USA there are
stricter rules about who can
broker transactions. While
some exceptions/exemptions
exist in the case of M&A,
brokers needed to register
with FINRA/SEC.

Business brokers are usually best
suited for businesses worth up to a
couple of million dollars.

M&A
Advisory

(Corporate
Finance)

M&A Advisories bridge the market gap
between deals typically led by investment
banks (250M+) and deals typically led by
business brokers (<2M)
Tend to be more consultative and active
in nature than investment banks
Often specialized in certain industries
M&A Advisories are similar to Investment
Banks in their offerings and are best suited
to fairly complex businesses and business
models, often very industry specific

One of the main roles of an investment bank in M&A is to
establish fair value for the companies involved in the
transaction. Investment banks are experts at calculating
what a business is worth. On a buy-side engagement, the
investment bank's responsibilities include:

Investment
Bank

Evaluation of potential target and preliminary valuation.
Assessing the strategic fit of a potential target.
Crafting a bidding strategy and assistance in drafting
proposed terms of purchase.
Identifying potential issues in the diligence process and
following up accordingly.
Analyzing the buyer's capital structure to determine the
correct transaction financing; helping the buyer find
financing.

Helping negotiate the final terms of the deal.
Investment Banks are best equipped to handle deals that
reach into the hundreds of millions.

Negotiating with bankers and brokers
Watch out for the non-solicit
clause – both regarding targets
employees and customers – try
and narrow
•
•
•

Push off until later in the process
Refuse to sign a non-solicit on
customers if in same industry
Carve out the hire of employees
who answer public advertisements

The NDA

The
Engagement
Letter

•

Scope of services: reviewing financials,
soliciting financial partners and/or acquirers,
developing marketing materials, providing
valuation services – not all of these will suit
every engagement – less sophisticated buyers
may need more of these services.

•

Exclusivity: 6 months is standard, can be
longer, very rarely shorter

•

The Tail: if a transaction is not completed
during the terms of the engagement, the
banker will still be entitled to its fees if the
transaction (to be defined) occurs during this
tail period. Twenty-four months is a fairly
standard tail period, though in general clients
will look to establish a shorter tail period while
investment banks advocate for a longer one.

Investment Banks

Fees and clauses to look out for
In most investment banking engagements,
there are two main types of fees:

01| A retainer- flat amount, often paid out monthly during
the term of the engagement.

02| A success fee- this fee usually is usually a percentage of
the value of the completed transaction. The amount
depends on several factors, including the deal type,
type of ownership, and transaction value. Very
important – be mindful of type of consideration being
paid (stock or cash), and if less than a 100% purchase
limit to consideration.

Avoid any fees triggered by anything other than receipt of
consideration in a closing. Beware of expenses.

M&A Deals: Asset vs Stock Deals
What’s the difference?
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In an asset deal, the buyer agrees to
purchase specific assets and liabilities.
This means that they only take on the
risks of those specific assets. In a stock
deal, the buyer purchases stock
(ownership) in the company, including
all assets and liabilities.
Greater customization
as favorable assets may
be purchased while less
favorable assets can be
left out.

Asset deals more suited to
smaller deals, particularly in
distressed situations
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Asset deals allow for
greater deal
customization and greater
tax advantages for buyer
(basis in the assets is the
purchase price).

Stock deals are favored
for their simplicity as the
entire entity (or a portion
of it is purchased.)

Vast majority of deals
are stock based deals.

3
6

Tax advantages from
asset deals are primarily
through tax deductions
for depreciation and/or
amortization of the
assets purchased.

Stock deals often mean
that buyers lose many
tax benefits they would
otherwise receive from
an asset deal. Unwanted
assets and liabilities are
also transferred, and
complications may arise
from minority
stockholders and
shareholders.

Earnouts

To bridge valuation gaps, solve for
uncertainty in ability to achieve future results
(very common).
Types of earnouts:
% of GP/EBITDA (multi-year)
Fixed amount based on achieving certain results
(revenues, GP, EBITDA)
• Milestone based (e.g. number of subscribers,
downloads, units sold, etc.)
•
•

Defining revenues/EBITDA
exclude other acquisitions, try and include organic
growth, solve for conflict of interests (e.g. if sellers are
remaining in the business the earnout should reflect the
behaviour you are looking to promote).

Dispute resolution
make disputes resolution procedure simple and quick,
especially if there is an ongoing relationship

Common terms
Debt free cash free
Agreed working capital
Net asset value
Closing balance sheet
Holdback

Indemnification
Survival

Indemnification
for breach of
representations
and warranties

at least 2 audit cycles for all
reps, applicable statute of
limitation for:
Tax | Enforceability | Title to
shares | Capitalization | Carve
outs for fraud and gross
negligence

Cap

to purchase price/% of
purchase price
(changes in a seller’s
market), seller will seek
to exclude as much as
possible (e.g. earnout)

Rep & warranty
insurance

Baskets/floors

Exclusive
remedy

started to be very
common in deals of
more than $50m. Takes
a lot of the issues away
from the negotiation of
reps and warranties
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